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PublishersWeekly.com
27 Mil. Views

Publishers Weekly (51 issues)

24/7 News Updates

PW Select

Searchable Databases of
Reviews and Articles

PW Announcements Issues

Author Interviews

Children’s Starred Reviews Annual
Special Reports
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23.2 Mil. Views

Social Media 972,000 followers

PW Daily
Children’s Bookshelf
PW Tip Sheet
PW Preview for Librarians
Religion BookLine
The Booklife Report

MOBILE
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PublishersWeekly.com
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Global Rights Report
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Star Watch
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PW Discussion Series
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PubTech Connect Conference
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BookCon
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• Independents

• Book Enthusiasts
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• Nontraditional Retailers
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• Specialty
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Librarians
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• Authors

• Distributors
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• Industry Associations

• Book Manufacturers

• International Communities
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YEARLY TOTALS OVERVIEW
Publishers Weekly Print Properties’ Views ............................................ 3.5 Million
PublishersWeekly.com Page Views .......................................................... 27 Million
PublishersWeekly.com Unique Visitors ................................................ 10 Million
E-Newsletter Subscriber Views ............................................................ 23.2 Million
Publishers Weekly Mobile Users ................................................................ 6 Million
PW Social Media Followers ............................................................................... 972,000
PW Audio Listens .................................................................................................. 120,000
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PW SHOW DAILY
Distributed Each Day to All Show Attendees
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Harness the power of the PW brand with the most influential sales tool for
lead generation at the largest international book fairs around the globe!

WEDNESDAY
MAY 11, 2016
Publishers Weekly’s Show Daily is produced each day during the 2016 BookExpo in Chicago.
The Show Daily press ofﬁce is in room W474-B. PW’s booth is #740.
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How the Creator of the World Wide
Web Sees the Future of Publishing
have made it infinitely
flexible and malleable
in developing and displaying content.
W3C’s Open Web
Platform fosters interoperability (the ability to
run all kinds of content
on all kinds of platforms), he said, and “the
kind of coding you see in
e-books may also be
used in cars, on screens of
all kinds,” including visionary, yet to be conceived of,
technology that could turn
the walls of a classroom or
conference into screens
that can display, say, the
content on your smartwatch or create nonlinear
books and novels. “Print
books will be here forever,”
he said, but with Web tech-

Introduced as “one of
us” by Bill McCoy, executive director of the
International Digital
Publishing Forum
(IDPF), at its Digicon
conference yesterday
(renamed DigiCon 2016
for this year’s BEA), Sir
Tim Berners-Lee, the
inventor of the World Wide
Web, offered his vision of
the future of Web publishing: a seamless integration
of Web technology and
content across print and
virtually any kind of device
with a screen.
In his keynote speech,
“Realizing the Vision of
Publishing Technology
Being Web Technology,”
Berners-Lee, who is also
founder and director of the
World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C), outlined both the
history of the Web as publishing channel—albeit an
anarchic, innovative, and
disruptive one—and its future
as enabler for publishing
technologies (such as IDPF’s
ePub3) far beyond anything
we can conceive of today.
Indeed, his talk comes as
the membership of IDPF
(which creates digital publishing standards) and W3C
(which creates Web standards) convene during BEA
to discuss the merits of a
possible merger of the two
organizations.
Berners-Lee, credited
with inventing the Web and
launching it in 1989, said
that “setting up a website is
like setting up a bookstore,”
comparing his invention to
the earlier launch of Project
Gutenberg , the open source
e-book project founded in

© stevekagan.com

By Calvin Reid

1971. Berners-Lee went on
to outline the development
of the Web from its early
users—“scientists, geeks,
and people with lots of
data”—to a “massive shift
from static Web links to
being a Web where every
online page could be programmed like a computer.”
Berners-Lee’s point is that
the current Web standards

immediacy to build buzz, fuel excitement and
BEA Makes Chicago Return
After an absence of 12 years, BookExpo America is back in Chicago for
its three-day run, May 11–13. The return to the Windy City has resulted
in almost 1,000 more attendees from Illinois and a significant increase in
attendance from other Midwest states, according to Brien McDonald, event
director for BEA and BookCon. The consumer-oriented show, BookCon, will
make its Chicago debut on May 14.

nology, “people will be able
to take them everywhere.
This is challenging and
exciting.”
Berners-Lee is a fascinating thinker and speaker,
whose words often rush
forward in clusters and col-

CHRIS COLFER’S #1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLING SERIES CONTINUES!

BOOK 1

BOOK 2

BOOK 3

BOOK 4

TODAY AT BOOTH #1716
Are you a
Book Hugger?
OFFICIAL
BOOK
HUGGER

BOOK 5
JULY 12TH

OFFICIAL FAN BADGE
GIVEAWAY
Quantities limited; while supplies last.

TheLandofStories.com | #TLOS

lide with one another in a
linguistic chain collision
as he works to get all his
thoughts out as quickly as
possible. But in an earlier
one-on-one interview with
PW, he was able to offer a
clear version of his thoughts
on creating one of the most
important technology tools
of the 20th century.
Asked if had foreseen
the changes that the Web
would have on the world,
he told PW, “Nobody could
have expected today’s
world [of technology]. The
Web allows you to do any
crazy idea and you’re only
limited by your own creativity.” He said that publishing
and collaboration were
always part of his thinking
when he invented the Web.
“There is a universality on
the Web. It can be used for
any genre. You can browse;
it’s flexible; it unleashes the
shackles put on publishing
by paper.”
Asked about the Web and
the rise of self-publishing,
he cited the bloggers and
bulletin boards launched in
the early days of the Web.
“They were a big part of
the Web, so empowering
the individual was always
continued on p. 4
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Stand out from the crowd with same-day
Open a Book;
Discover
New Worlds

deliver leads at your booth by promoting:
• Events
• Signings
• New Titles

Show
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• Meet the Author

BookCon
Show Daily

• Product Demos

@BOOKCON

• Rights and Licensing
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Frankfurt

London

London Book Fair
Show Dates: 3/14 - 3/16
Reservations Due: 2/24
BEA
Show Dates: 6/1 - 6/2
Reservations Due: 5/8

Tuesday 12 april 2016

visit pW and BookBrunch at Stand 6C75

Show Dates: 6/3 - 6/4
Reservations Due: 5/8

visit pW and BookBrunch at HALL 6.0, StAnd B29

SECOND OPINION
BY RADHA GOPALAN, MD

Rebuck: technology ‘cuts two ways’

RichDad.com
RichDad.com

A Rich Life Series Book

Agents bullish on Frankfurt 2015

Rebuck said. “It’s
In a tone-setting keynote
by terabytes of digital
made it possible
delivered yesterday at the
research and sophisticated
London Book Fair’s
insight tools that enable us to for a handful of
authors to hit a
Quantum conference, writes segment audiences by their
global jackpot of
Andrew Richard Albanese,
passions and their literary
unprecedented,
Penguin Random House UK tastes, to reach readers with
Chair Gail Rebuck told
the individuality of an email Himalayan,
proportions,
attendees that for all the
message, to constantly
while at the same
“curious incidents” she had
refresh and repackage the
witnessed over her awardway books and backlists are time making it so
much tougher for
winning publishing career–
managed and marketed,”
Gail Rebuck: “tougher for many authors”
many authors to
from setting hot type at the
she said.
while at the same time never
be seen or heard in the vast
London College of Printing,
She also observed a
allowing “the uniqueness of
sea of information in which
to the emergence of
“concerning decline in
LONDON
we nowBOOK
live.” FAIR 2016 the author to degrade into
e-readers–books remained
authors’ revenues”,
the bleak functionality of a
Rebuck cautioned
the “DNA of our
however, noting that only
mere ‘content provider’.”
publishers against framing
civilisation, an unbroken
one in 10 writers today
digital and physical as
line of stories, ideas and
lived on writing income
Gail Rebuck profile p24
“enemies”, insisting that
knowledge which essentially alone, and that half of all
“what matters is that readers
completes our relationship
self-published authors
look
at everything digital at the fair
are discovering
and buying
with all of humanity and
earned less than $500 a An in-depth
books, whatever the form of
with ourselves.”
year. She cited the
delivery”. She also highlighted
In a sweeping, 20-minute
“complexity of the modern
APRIL 2016
nourry at
the recent trend of YouTubers
talk, Rebuck–who
world” facing today’s
Advertisement the ipC
writing bestsellers, and the
tomorrow will receive the
publishers and authors:
LBF Lifetime Achievement
squeezed margins across the need to boldly pursue
Award–noted a series of
whole supply chain, the lack emerging talents.
“While we champion the
seismic shifts in the book
of diversity in ebook
rightS
business over the last two
distribution, price deflation, long-form, we should also
round-up
have the confidence to
decades, and acknowledged
and competition from other
explore the alchemy that
both the potential–and the
media for readers’ time.
comes from young diverse
pitfalls–of technology.
“The technology that has
LBF
writing talent, and explore
“Today our job as
made it easier than ever to
collaborating with coders
publishers is made easier, and tell a story and get it out to
BrieFCaSe
LBF 2016 ad 1:Layout 1 24/03/2016 10:53 Page 1
and technicians,” she said,
infinitely more sophisticated,
the world cuts two ways,”
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BookCon
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How big will the big books
be at this Frankfurt Book
Fair? asks Rachel Deahl with
additional reporting by
Francis Hoch. After a few
years where multiple titles
drew seven-figure advances,
agents and other insiders said
they expect this year’s show
to prove once again that
publishers are willing to shell
out big money for the
handful of titles deemed to be
the hottest projects in
circulation. In spite of a

slower-than-usual start to the the seven-figure sale of Super books of the Fair may not
have all sold before the event
Immunity (part of the
pre-Fair deal-making in the
franchise by Deepak Chopra officially starts today, is also
US this year, and continued
and Rudolph Tanzi featuring something new. Jennifer
obstacles in certain foreign
Weltz, at Jean V Naggar
Super Genes and Super
markets, expectations are
Literary Agency, thinks the
Brain) to Crown in a prethat advances will remain
empt, noted that over a third reason more big projects
high, and lots of big books
weren’t selling last week–as
of his agency’s business was
will be sold.
has become the norm in the
now international. He said
“I think the international
run-up to the big fairs–is that,
that publishers in major
market overall is stronger
in the States, September was
markets “are now willing to
than it has been past years,”
spend more money than they something of a lost month.
said Robert Gottlieb,
Pointing to the fact that
have been, in recent history,
Chairman of Trident Media
Labor Day fell later than
to get [the
big] books”.
Group. Gottlieb, whose
big
FRANKFURT
BOOK
FAIR 2015
That most of the biggest
pre-Frankfurt deals included
Continues on page 4 g

The DIGITAL SPOTLIGHT

Rushdie: ‘it falls to us to hold the line’
Amid tight security, and a
last-minute boycott by
Iranian publishers, author
Salman Rushdie delivered
the opening talk at the 2015
Frankfurt Book Fair,
insisting that the publishing
world must continue to
stand up for free speech.
“I’ve always thought in a
way that we should not
need to discuss freedom of
speech in the West, that it
should be like the air we
breathe,” Rushdie said. But
violence and the threats of
violence, he acknowledged,
required publishers to fight
on. “At this point,
publishing begins to feel like
a war,” he observed. “We

latest novel Two Years Eight

security. Journalists had to

Months and
Twenty-Eight
submit todigital
backgroundat
checks
An in-depth
look
at everything
the fair

Rushdie (left) with Juergen Boos

have no guns, no tanks. But
it falls to us to hold the line,
not to withdraw from our
positions, but to understand
that this is position from
which we cannot fall back.”
Rushdie’s appearance at
the Fair comes with the
publication last month of his

Nights (Penguin Random
House). But it apparently
opened old wounds for the
Iranians, and Frankfurt
Advertisement
officials confirmed that on
Friday the Iranian Ministry
of Culture had cancelled the
national stand planned for
this year’s Fair, citing
Rushdie’s presence. Fair
director Juergen Boos said
the decision saddened him,
but that “freedom of speech
is non-negotiable”. Boos
added that several Iranian
publishers would still be
present in Frankfurt.
The presence of Rushdie
also led to threats and tight

as well as searches entering
the press conference.
■

OCTOBER 2015
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The world is full of book lovers. We
want to make it possible for you

Frankfurt Book Fair
Show Dates: 10/11 - 10/13
Reservations Due: 9/20

to reach them all with confidence,
convenience, and speed.

Visit our new site: www.ingramcontent.com

ONLINE ADVERTISING

27 Million
Yearly Page Views

10 Million
Yearly Unique Visitors

AUDIENCE OVERVIEW

FEATURES

29% M / 71% F

Online-only reviews

70% Ages 18-54

Continuous news updates

54% $50,000 HHI

200,000 archived reviews

81% College Grad

“Buy Book” buttons
Book Trailers
Audio Trailers

PW E-NEWSLETTERS

PW Daily
41,200 subscribers

Tip Sheet
64,000 subscribers

The most important news stories sent daily in this newsletter
for the publishing industry.

For consumer and trade audiences, a weekly wrap-up of the
week’s top stories, PW Picks and an on-sale calendar with
PW reviews.

[Delivered every day M–F]

[Delivered every Friday]

Children’s Bookshelf
31,800 subscribers

Religion BookLine
13,200 subscribers

Global Rights
Report

News coverage dedicated to
children’s and YA publishing.

Coverage of the vast category
of religion and spirituality
publishing.

Coverage of international rights
deals, news and more.

[Delivered every other Wednesday]

[Delivered every other Wednesday]

[Delivered every Tuesday & Thursday]

The Booklife Report
18,000 subscribers
News coverage and educational tips sent
to the self-publishing community.
[Delivered every Monday]

PW Preview for
Librarians
13,500 subscribers

This weekly newsletter is packed
with bestsellers lists, top 10 PW picks
and forthcoming reviews.
[Delivered every Friday]

87,000 subscribers

NEW! PW Must Reads
40,200 subscribers
Highlights of the week’s
publishing news.
[Delivered every Sunday]

mobile
6 Million
Unique Mobile
Visitors

6.4 Million
Page Views

PW is everywhere you need us!

PW offers a “Buy Button” for

Readers get instant access to weekly

PW’s responsive mobile web design

seamless purchase.

issues, bestsellers lists, book reviews

allows readers easy access to all of

and breaking news.

PW’s exceptional content.

Exclusive mobile advertising options
Slider

-

Pop-Up Box

4.1% Average PW Mobile Advertiser Click-Through Rate!

broadcast
Radio Sponsorship and Advertising Available

4,000+
Monthly
Listeners

PW Radio
A weekly program airing each Friday and on demand. The show
is easily accessible from iTunes, iHeartRadio, SoundCloud,
MixCloud, Stitcher and others. The show also airs on
AudioBookRadio.net.
PW Radio provides our audience with a bestsellers roundup,
author interviews and news from around the globe.

PW hosts two editorially driven podcasts.

More to Come
Covers the comics and graphic novels genre.

PW Week Ahead
Offers book news analysis and is a collaboration between PW and
the Copyright Clearance Center.

PWtv
A video archive of educational programming and up-close author
interviews presented by PW.

NATIVE ADVERTISING
INTEGRATED CONTENT

Print

Sponsored by Kensington Books

SPOTLIGHT ON

Nancy Bush
“With each novel she
writes, Nancy continues
to surprise me with
the complexity of her
suspense plots.”

read news and features. This exciting integrated advertising

Sponsored by Atria Books and
Washington Square Press

opportunity spotlights your author’s latest book or your company

SPOTLIGHT ON

—John Scognamiglio,
editor-in-chief,
Kensington Publishing

Fredrik
Backman

deadly game of his own devising. When she
finds out she’s pregnant, she goes to PI
Luke Denton for help in protecting her and
her husband’s legacy—their unborn child—
and perhaps even the family business,
which is on the brink of bankruptcy.
The bestselling author’s new
Starting out writing with her sister, the
novella tells a brief story
suspense novelist Lisa Jackson, Bush
has also been in a type of family busireaders will never forget
fight our tendency to write suspense and
ness. The two got their unlikely start
mystery rather than just go for it because
when Bush read an article in Time magamarket
wasn’t
the of the New
zine about young mothers makinghe
a new bookthe
by suspense/mystery
Fredrik Backman, the
Swedish
author
hot thing.” A Man Called Ove, is unlike any of his others.
career out of writing after the kidsYork
wereTimes–bestselling
Though
Bush
has since
moved
solidly
asleep. Bush says: “I told my sister
Forabout
one thing, And
Every
Morning
the Way
Home
Gets Longer and
on to mystery
with a
twist for readers.
it, and we dug in and just started. Longer
It took a
is a novella,
a brief and
booksuspense
with a lifelong
message
of romance,
always felt the
while before either of us sold a novel,
It is but
also a fable
of sorts,she
thehas
impressionistic
story of a grandfather
genres
room He
to overlap.
“I have a
we kept at it.” facing the onset
of have
dementia.
is a mathematician,
a husband
to lean
mystery father
over to his son Ted,
then Bushinhad
stillEven
passionately
love withtendency
his late wife;
he toward
is the too-busy
suspense—meaning
I spend
a lot of time
to resist
the desireinfluence
to
and
a life-changing
on his grandson, Noah.
The story—kind,
compasthepartly,
whodunit,
ordreamscape
in my case most
merge her
favorite
fiction onset,
sionate,
sad,
and hopeful—is
in the
of the grandfather’s
thetale
whydunit—than
onanyone
the will-theygenres:
romance
failing
mind.
It’s a and
powerfullyoften,
moving
that just about
can relate to.
get-out-alive
of suspense.
I havenovel:
suspense,
which
was
Backman’s
many
fans won’t
have longaspects
to wait for
a new full-length
to remind
to get thosehe
action
not the norm
Beartown
will at
bethe
outtime.
from Atria
in May myself
2017. Meanwhile,
wrote this letter to his
scenes
in there,
tend
toLonger
go backand Longer is
“One oftothe
very first
readers
explain
why And Every
Morning
theand
WayI also
Home
Gets
over my to
story
several times to keep reesrejection
letters
my
so
deeply and
personally
important
him:
sister and I ever received tablishing the romantic tone.”
For better or worse, Bush says, “I’ve
on a manuscript that
Dear Reader,
always loved a good bad guy.” She adds,
we wrote together had
One of my idols once said, “The worst part about growing old is
“My sister and I have always said a villain
a personal note from
left
that I don’t get any ideas anymore.” Those words have never quite
is easier to write than a hero.”
an editor who said
me since, because this would be my greatest fear: imagination giving
Bush’s
passion
foralone
twisted
characters
there was too much
Humans are a
in this.
I’m not
I guess
does.
body
the
up before
and twisting plots keeps fans coming
suspense in the
story
strange breed in the way our fear of getting old seems even greater
back. Readers have come to crave Bush’s
for their typeour
of romantic
fear of dying.
than
particular
blend
of about
dark and
spark,
series books,”
It’s a love letter
go.and
letting
and
memories,
is a story about
This Bush
The Killing
Game
more
delivers.
says. “We
decided
and between a
grandson,
his than
and
a man
farewell between
a slowto
and

services.
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Spotlight On – Align your authors or services with PW’s must-

In her latest romantic thriller, Bush gets inside the mind of a
game-obsessed serial killer

he latest installment in
bestselling author Nancy
Bush’s Rafferty Family
series, The Killing Game,
out in July, is more than
a suspense novel: it’s a
deep dive into the dark—and hauntingly
compelling—mind of a killer. “I like games.
All kinds... Killing is the best game, by far,”
the novel’s villain says in the first pages of
the book; the revelation of his identity will
take even seasoned suspense fans completely by surprise, but that’s just part of
the seemingly sinister mind of Bush.
Not so, Bush says. “I wanted a story
about a killer who is a master game
player,” she explains. “But I also wanted
a damaged heroine who is struggling to
put her life back together, unaware that
her problems are being exacerbated by a
killer who has her in his sights.”
What makes The Killing Game so powerful
is Bush’s deep interest in—even sympathy
for—her characters, as well as her attraction to the unusual. “For me, getting inside
his or her mind is just letting go of all
the rules,” Bush says. “It’s
amazing what you can
dream up when social
conventions are gone.”
The Killing Game follows
Andi Wren, who, after her
husband dies, is left with
a controlling interest in
his company, much to
the chagrin of his family.
Meanwhile, she begins
receiving ominous notes
from a stalker obsessed
with women named after
birds: ”Little birds
should be careful whom
they choose as a mate.”
As this stalker homes in
on his target, it becomes
clear that he’s drawn Andi into a

T

BOOKS BY FREDRIK BACKMAN:

dad and his boy.
I never meant for you to read it, to be quite honest. I wrote it just
of
because I was trying to sort out my own thoughts, and I’m the kind
of
person who needs to see what I’m thinking on paper to make sense
it. But it turned into a small tale of how I’m dealing with slowly losing
the greatest minds I know, about missing someone who is still here,
now,
and how I wanted to explain it all to my children. I’m letting it go
for what it’s worth.
It’s about fear and love, and how they seem to go hand in hand
most of the time. Most of all it’s about time. While we still have it.
Thank you for giving this story yours.

Sincerely,
Fredrik Backman

A Man Called Ove
Washington Square Press

ISBN 9781476738024
$16, trade paper
Also available in e-book,
hardcover, and audio.

My Grandmother
Asked Me to Tell You
She’s Sorry
Washington Square Press

ISBN 9781501115073
$16, trade paper
Also available in e-book,
hardcover, and audio.

Britt-Marie
Was Here
Atria Books
ISBN 9781501142536
$26, hardcover
Also available in e-book
and audio.

And Every Morning
the Way Home Gets
Longer and Longer
Atria Books
ISBN 9781501160486
$18, hardcover
Also available in e-book
and audio.
On sale November 1

E-Newsletter
PW Extra – This highly customizable approach dedicates
content and advertising to your company by integrating your
message in PW. This option allows you to choose PW newsletter
demographic and craft your message, delivering results!

Available with these PW e-newsletters:
• PW Daily

• Religion BookLine

• Children’s Bookshelf

• The Booklife Report

• Tip Sheet

• PW Preview for Librarians

PW E-BLASTS
INTEGRATED CONTENT

PW’s wildly successful e-blast program provides a turnkey
solution and outstanding results for your marketing campaign.

PW Daily
36,200 Opt-In Subscribers

Children’s Bookshelf
28,500 Opt-In Subscribers

Tip Sheet
57,300 Opt-In Subscribers

Religion BookLine
12,400 Opt-In Subscribers

The BookLife Report
13,700 Opt-In Subscribers

PW Preview for Librarians
11,500 Opt-In Subscribers

PW Must Reads
36,000 Opt-In Subscribers

Global Rights Report
76,300 Opt-In Subscribers

Mega-Blast
102,500 Opt-In Subscribers

PW-BRANDED SOCIAL MEDIA ADVERTISING
INTEGRATED CONTENT

PW Giveaway Program
PW delivers! Increase your social media followers and
e-mail list names with an integrated campaign that offers
your forthcoming or newly released titles as incentive to
PW’s book-loving audience.

PW Sponsored Post
With a reach and influence of 140,000 followers who
like PW on Facebook, this program delivers maximum
results and high click-through rates, leveraging the
integrity of PW. This turnkey solution allows for an
image, message and dedicated URL to track your
successful campaign.

TWITTER

linkedin

tumblr

facebook

pinterest instagram

@PublishersWkly

PublishersWeekly

PublishersWeekly

PublishersWkly

PubWeekly

725,000 Followers

15,500 Followers

36,300 Followers

140,000 Followers

40,000 Followers

900 Followers

PWKidsBookshelf

PODCASTS
INTEGRATED CONTENT

Publishers Weekly’s sponsored podcasts introduce your authors in
one-on-one interviews to a highly engaged audience of media,
booksellers, librarians and book lovers.
Your author gets an in-depth, intelligent interview posted and
promoted on PublishersWeekly.com, with a dedicated landing page
and placement on the book’s review page.
In addition, sponsored podcasts are posted on:
• PublishersWeekly.com
- Dedicated Landing Page
- Author Review Page(s)
• iHeartRadio
• Apple iTunes
• SoundCloud
• Mixcloud
• Stitcher and more!
This program provides a turnkey solution and includes recording,
editing and advertising promotion.

Sponsored podcasts reach an average of 4,000 listeners per week

Book Trailer of the Day
INTEGRATED CONTENT

An exclusive interactive option to introduce your book to an engaged audience of PW
Daily subscribers—avid readers, librarians, booksellers and book buyers.
Integrated into the daily newsletter’s editorial, readers can easily click on the link to view
your video.
Book Trailer of the Day is limited to one per day, giving you prime positioning for
promoting your title.

reaches an average audience of 41,200 per issue

SPONSORED WEBCASTS
INTEGRATED CONTENT

ON24 interface allows participants an array of information and social media sharing options.
Extensive Marketing Campaign:
• 2 Print Ads

Exclusively Limited to
3 Sponsors per Webcast
for Maximum Exposure!

• 2 E-Blasts
• Digital Banner Ads on PublishersWeekly.com
• Digital Banner Ads in PW E-Newsletters

Booksellers

REGIstrant leads of opt-in
attendees

Librarians

Name

Trade

Company

Consumers

Email

Book Buyers: Traditional and Chain

...and more!

Audience demographics

PW EVENTS

In the month of September PW combs

During BEA, PW takes over the

Join Publishers Weekly and the Bologna

the publishing industry to find and

Librarians’ Lounge, providing an

Children’s Book Fair for “Global Kids

honor the brightest up-and-coming

intimate space for company executives

Connect”—a one-of-a-kind conference

leaders shaping the future of the

to rub elbows with influential,

featuring the world’s leading children’s

industry.

decision-making librarians.

publishing professionals providing the
latest information and best strategies to

Sponsorship of this program and

engage audiences on a global scale.

evening event are available to
select PW partners.

A cocktail party to celebrate the success

The most pressing industry topics

At PubTech Connect, an April

of the Publishers Weekly children’s starred

take center stage in these bimonthly

conference, more than 200 senior

review titles, held in conjunction with

discussions hosted by Publishers Weekly.

book publishing and media

Global Kids Connect in December.

With attendance topping 100 high-

executives from leading companies

Editors, agents, publishers and others

level publishing leaders, each of these

get inspired to solidify new business

gather to honor authors and illustrators.

discussions sets a benchmark for

strategies, leverage new technology

solutions to come.

in new, innovative ways and initiate

Sponsorship of this event is broken

change and change management.

down into two levels:

Sponsorship is limited to three

Cosponsored by PW and NYUSPS

1. Platinum Sponsor

marketing partners, on a first-

Center for Publishing.

2. Gold Sponsor

come, first-served basis.

2017 DIGITAL ADVERTISING SPECIFICATIONS
PublishersWeekly.com

e-Newsletters

Website Advertising Specifications

LEADERBOARD

e-Newsletter Specifications

Unit
Measurement
Pixels
(W X H)

Maximum
Initial
Download
Fileweight

Recommended
Animation
Length
(Seconds)

728 X 90

60 KB

:15

Unit
Measurement
Pixels
(W X H)

Maximum
Initial
Download
Fileweight

Recommended
Animation
Length
(Seconds)

Loops

LEADERBOARD

728 X 90

100 KB

:15

Unlimited

160 X 600

100 KB

:15

Unlimited

SKYSCRAPER

160 X 600

60 KB

:15

SKYSCRAPER

BOOM BOX

336 X 280

60 KB

:15

BOOM BOX

336 X 280

100 KB

:15

Unlimited

BANNER

368 X 60

100 KB

:15

Unlimited

BOOK TRAILER
OF THE DAY

645 X 360

• We accept jpg, gif, png, Flash and third-party tag files.

SLIDER

Unit Size
Pixels (W X H)

Fileweight

Audio/Video
Initiation

397x86
40KB Flash

60kb

User Initiated
mandatory

Close
Box

• We accept gif or jpeg format, 3rd-party ad tags for all newsletter and
website ads. Gif files can be animated. All ad sizes are a maximum of
approximately 60 KB.
• We accept Flash ads for www.PublishersWeekly.com.
• Rich media ads are available at premium rates.
• A URL is required for each position.

• jpgs, gif and png files only
• Lead all animated ads with your most important frame.
• Book Trailer of the Day
- Headline Text: 45 characters max, including spaces and punctuation
- Body Text: 350 characters max, including spaces and punctuation
- Your video must be submitted one week prior to the launch day
- 645 x 360 px YouTube’s preview size; we will resize and overlay the
play button

Mobile

e-Blast
e-Blast Campaign Specifications

Mobile Advertising Specifications

Pixels
(W X H)

Maximum File
Size

Images

png, jpeg or gif

600 X 800

5 MB

RGB formatted

HTML

600 X 800

5 MB

*See note below

Acceptable Files

• Images should be posted on your publicly accessible web server; use
absolute code paths to point to them.
• PTO: Contact sales reps for custom-length e-blasts at a premium rate.
*Begin animated gifs with strongest frame.
Note: All e-blast advertisers must provide a subject line along with the email
addresses of all test recipients.
Please email subject line and email addresses to:
digitalads@publishersweekly.com or enter into the notes section of the portal.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ELECTRONIC SUBMISSIONS
Ads should be uploaded to: https://ads4pw.sendmyad.com
First-time users must create an account.
Step 1: Click “Sign up here to send ads” at top right of page.
Step 2: Follow instructions and create user name and password.

Unit Measurement
Pixels
(W X H)

Maximum
Initial Load
Size

Maximum
Animation Length
(Seconds)

MOBILE BANNER AD

320 X 50

15 KB

:15

MOBILE BOX AD

300 X 250

30 KB

:15

Placement

• Acceptable Files: jpg, gif and png
• Implementation Note and Best Practices: Ensure images are
mobile web optimized; do not use Flash assets; landing pages must be
optimized for mobile.
CONTACT: digitalads@PublishersWeekly.com
71 West 23rd Street, Suite 1608, New York, NY 10010-4186
Phone: 212-377-5702 | Fax: 212-377-2733
Attention: PW Web Advertisement Production Dept.
PRODUCTION: Michael Morris, Publishers Weekly
mmorris@publishersweekly.com | 212-377-5505
UPLOAD INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1: Choose the newsletter, e-blast or PublishersWeekly.com for “Media Profile”
Step 2: Fill in required fields, choose ad type and click the “+” sign.
Step 3: Enter click-through URL and run dates, choose your ad unit and select the file from your
hard drive.
Step 4: Review and confirm by clicking “Approve Ad.” You will receive an e-mail confirmation
that your ad has been received and meets our specifications.
*Note: All e-blast advertisers will be contacted prior to deployment with a test preview, for review
and approval. For questions or concerns, contact our production department:
digitalads@PublishersWeekly.com

2017 print SPECIFICATIONS
Upload ads at 300 dpi in PDFx1a format to ads4pw.sendmyad.com. First-time users must create an
account. 4-color and black-and-white creative is supported.
ADVERTISING SPECS
AD SIZE

TRIM

BLEED

NON-BLEED

FULL PAGE

7 7/8” X 10 1/2”

8 1/8” X 10 3/4”

7 X 9 3/4”

2-PAGE SPREAD

15 3/4” X 10 1/2”

16” X 10 3/4”

15” X 9 3/4”

2/3 PAGE VERTICAL

–

–

4 1/2” X 9 3/4”

1/2 PAGE VERTICAL

3 7/8” X 10 1/2”

4 1/8” X 10 3/4”

3 1/2” X 9 3/4”

1/2 PAGE HORIZONTAL

7 7/8” X 5 3/8”

8 1/8” X 5 5/8”

6 3/4” X 4 3/4”

1/2 PAGE SPREAD

15 3/4” X 5 3/8”

16” X 5 5/8”

15” X 4 3/4”

1/2 PAGE ISLAND

–

–

4 1/2” X 7 1/4”

2 5/8” X 10 1/2”

2 7/8” X 10 3/4”

2 1/8” X 9 3/4”

5” X 5 1/8”

5 1/4” X 5 1/2”

4 1/2” X 4 3/4”

–

–

2 1/8” X 4 3/4”

15 3/4” X 2”

16” X 2 1/2”

15” X 1 5/8”

1/3 PAGE VERTICAL
1/3 PAGE SQUARE
1/6 PAGE VERTICAL
SPREAD BANNER

Please Note:
BLEED: Include 1/8” bleed on
all sides should creative call for it;
offset all printer marks by at least
1/8” from trim.
LIVE AREA: Be sure all
important text and information
is 1/4” in from trim on all sides
(bleed ads only).

Cover Specifications
MAILING LABEL: Leave free from images or text a 4” X 2” area from Trim on the
bottom left-hand corner; important information may be covered in this area.
Do not leave these spaces blank, allow your background to flow into these areas
without placing any important text or images there. We will place our logo and
mailing label in the appropriate position.
PW LOGO: The Publishers Weekly logo is placed in the upper left-hand corner and
measures 2 5/8” x 2 5/8” from Trim.
6-PAGE GATEFOLD COVER
PAGE

TRIM

BLEED

NON-BLEED

G1 COVER

7 5/8” X 10 1/2”

7 7/8” X 10 3/4”

7” X 9 3/4”

G2 INSIDE FRONT COVER

7 3/8” X 10 1/2”

7 5/8” 10 3/4”

7” X 9 3/4”

G3 INSIDE LEFT SPREAD

7 3/8” X 10 1/2”

7 5/8” 10 3/4”

7” X 9 3/4”

G4 INSIDE RIGHT SPREAD

7 5/8” X 10 1/2”

7 7/8” X 10 3/4”

7” X 9 3/4”

G5 INSIDE BACK COVER

7 7/8” X 10 1/2”

8 1/8” X 10 3/4”

7” X 9 3/4”

G6 BACK COVER

7 7/8” X 10 1/2”

8 1/8” X 10 3/4”

7” X 9 3/4”

PRODUCTION: Kady Francesconi - kadyf@publishingexperts.com, 646-807-4114
Publishing Experts, Inc., 71 West 23rd St. Suite 1600 10010

4-PAGE COVER
TRIM: 7 7/8” X 10 1/2”
BLEED: 8 1/8” X 10 3/4”
C1: FRONT COVER
C2: INSIDE FRONT
COVER
C3: INSIDE BACK COVER
C4: BACK COVER

